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Abstract

Employee engagement is a term used in the Human Resource Survey, and effective companies are proud to adopt employee engagement strategies. Engaged workers of a company significantly contribute to the success of the organization and become an asset to the organization. Organizations aim to keep their workers active and therefore maximize their dedication and contribution. This article seeks to examine the factors affecting employee involvement among banks in the Bangalore district of Karnataka. Employees from two public banks and two private sector banks in this region were surveyed. This analysis confirms the relevance of the factors for employee involvement and indicates by the characteristic stimulus that these variables accommodate the public division and private banks.
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1. Introduction

Effective companies are proud of their introduction of broad and efficient initiatives for employee engagement that have helped build an exciting atmosphere and a culture where their workers want to work. When interaction is productive and true, one employee feels a profound pledge to his association. It influences their mentality towards both their partners and the organization’s clients, which improves consumer loyalty and in this way the association's presentation. To guarantee viable administration of human capital, it is significant that administration manufactures a domain that empowers commitment as this is probably going to expand worker commitment and profitability. Driving attributes and Retention through representative commitment (Corporate Leadership Council, 2004), it was uncovered that these workers most drew in perform 20% better and 87% are less inclined to leave the association, showing the significance of promise to authoritative execution. An Engaged worker knows about the business condition and works with peers to improve execution to help the association. The association must create and develop responsibility, which requires one two-route connection between the business, the worker (Robinson et al., 2004). This brings the energy for crafted by the representative, and the fervor to add to the accomplishment of the organization and the prosperity of the worker made mindful of the business goals. Disconnected conditions, for example, complete detachment from the association cause people to pull back from them that can be viewed as guarded. Companies who involve their employees properly experience a direct correlation to employee satisfaction, retention of talent, customer satisfaction, and loyalty to employees, protection, efficiency and profitability. The capacity of the
company to maintain employee engagement is closely related to its ability to achieve high performance standards and superior business outcomes.

2. Objectives
1. To study the level of employee engagement in private and public sector banks.
2. To identify the factors affecting the perception on employee engagement of the organization.

3. Review of Literature
Sahu Gangadhar & Sahoo Chandan Kumar (February 2009) says that Employee Engagement (EE) is a critical system for supporting an elite culture to drive the association towards progress. EE is tied in with building a genuinely incredible connection with the workforce. Representative is one of the key resources of an association and the present worker in the association is dealt with in excess of a representative. Therefore, EE is connected with the organization's development and advancement and contribute towards the center capabilities of an effective association. Any representative who is not locked in a worker is, the more is his responsibility level towards making an arrangement more fruitful in a noteworthy manner so every one of the representative should think like the key colleague of the business cycle. The key drivers of worker commitment and he has additionally expressed a few models of representative commitment. R.N. Misra (September 2009) has portrayed worker commitment in detail with the case of US based organization. He begins with the presentation of worker commitment. He additionally portrays Ingredients of Employee Engagement; at that point, classifications of representatives, for example, connected with workers, not locked in representative and effectively withdrew workers. He further clarifies about the drivers of Employee Engagement, kinds of Employee Engagement, for example, Emotional Engagement and Rational Engagement. He additionally examined the reasons why a worker leaves an association, why organizations perform gravely. Furthermore, he has likewise given preferences of connected representatives. N. Rajgopal & Abraham, Sunu Mary (August 2007) examine about the eight key drivers of Employee Engagement and a few models of representative commitment. He has additionally expressed the upper hand of Employee Engagement. Dutta, 2006 pointed that item and cycles can't assist association with supporting steadfast clients they likewise need exceptionally energetic, committed and included representatives who are extremely enthusiastic about their work and association in short they need "Engaged Employees". Mahendru and Sharma, (2006) underscored that a fruitful association is worked with its representatives commitment – a commitment that will not powerful except if its worker are occupied with vital dynamic and different activities. Sangeetha, (2006) focused on that a business achievement is straightforwardly connected to the responsibility of the worker and furthermore expressed that effective organizations are those that perceive chances to encourage representative commitment. Mohanka, (2004) accentuated that ground breaking organizations perceive that they should take a comprehensive view in overseeing and spurring their representative ability as a start to finish measure, from the underlying enlistment, through beginning enrollment, through execution audit, advancements, boost, estimation, criticism. Gallup, (2002) as indicated by him there are three kinds of individuals drew in workers, not locked in representatives, and effectively separated workers. Drawn in representatives are developers who reliably endeavor to give greatness inside their jobs. Not locked in representatives center around the assignment explained to them as opposed to the objectives of the association. They do what they are advised to do. Effectively separated workers are hazardous people who not exclusively do not perform yet in addition demotivate the entertainer in the association.

3. Research Methodology
From its historical origins, the study tool was adapted from the Pradeep.et al (2011) paper on A Prognostic Analysis of Employee Engagement. Share one of the questionnaires consisted of 25 employee participation statements and demographic functions were part two. Bank workers, 4 banks listed below from M G Road and Gandhinagar town, were contacted to take part in the analysis. The survey included two employees of state-owned banks and two private banks.
Out of the 115 completed questionnaires received, 100 (50 public bank employees and 50 private bank employees) were considered because of incomplete data and to ensure the same number of responses from both groups.

4. Tests
Using Cronbach's Alpha, the internal validity of the instrument was analyzed. In order to determine the variables influencing the participation of workers, factor analysis was performed. In order to analyze the impact of demographics (age, education, and experience) on employee participation variables, independent sample t-test was conducted. ANNOVA was used via SPSS 22.0.0. To examine the distinction between the two classes, i.e. public and private banks. The value of Cronbachs Alpha is 0.928 and the number of topics (questions) is 25. The value of Alpha is thus higher than agreed (0.70), so that the instrument is accurate and can be used for further investigation in combination with other statistical procedures. The crosstab for involvement suggests 39% and 48% of public sector and private sector bank employees are disconnected, respectively, while 5% of public sector bank employees are deliberately deprived. Factorability was initially tested for 25 EE pointitems. Several well-known association factorability parameters have been used. The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin sampling appropriateness measurement was 0.80 higher than the suggested value of 0.6. Finally, the municipalities were all above 0.5, which further indicated that each object shared with other objects some similar variation. The factor analysis was conducted based on these overall measures for all 24 points. The study of principal components was used to classify and measure composite coping scores for the factors underlying EE. The sum of the square load rotation values showed that 34 percent of the variance was defined by the first factor, 14 percent of the variance by the second factor and 10 percent by the third factor. The fourth and fifth factors had values, explains 9% and 8%, respectively.

5. Discussions
The discoveries demonstrated that components of worker commitment have a basic association with Organizational commitment. It was additionally unequivocally dependent on various relapses that representative commitment exercises affect the Organizational commitment of workers. Lucidity was found to be 0.829 between training for representative commitment and Organizational responsibility. The connection between's all components of worker commitment factors and authoritative commitment was huge. Yield of different relapses showed the decency regarding the model. Relationship effectiveness R was 0.833. R square (0.694) demonstrated that 69 percent of the variety happened on subordinate variable authoritative commitment because of the adjustments in representative commitment measurements.

Thus, hypotheses H1 and H2 were strongly supported. ANOVA results indicated that gender does not affect their organizational commitment. However, it has been found that age and educational qualification influence their organizational commitment. Several regressions indicated that HR practices have .288 beta values, implying that this dimension is the most significant variable affecting organizational engagement. Working life Balance (WLB) practices were found to have the lowest average score. This indicates that managements should improve WLB practices to engage their employees and to build their engagement in the tea organization.

Conclusion
In order to improve their participation in the company, careful practice of engaging workers must be introduced in the company. Engaged employees will go the extra mile to perform and are more involved in the entire organization. Engaged workers are highly efficient, can enhance the loyalty of customers and improve operational productivity. HR officials must recognize the correct factors of commitment and adopt appropriate methods to include their workers in the endurance of the competitive advantage of the company. Employees are the assets of every company, and companies should take impeccable steps to create a dedicated workforce for their main individuals.
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